Europa World Plus is the online version of the
Europa World Year Book and the nine-volume
Regional Surveys of the World series.
First published in 1926, the Europa World Year
Book is renowned as one of the world’s leading
reference works, covering political and economic
information in more than 250 countries and
territories, from Afghanistan to Zimbabwe. The
Europa Regional Surveys of the World offer indepth, expert analysis at regional, sub-regional
and country level.

Europa World Plus provides:
• Regularly updated information providing all the
background to the world’s major events
• A full range of sophisticated search and browse functions,
allowing enhanced accessibility to the data-rich content
• The ability directly to compare multinational statistics in
graph and tabular form
• Interactive visual features, including maps, flags and
downloadable graphs
• Impartial coverage of issues of regional importance from
acknowledged experts
• A vast range of up-to-date economic, political and
statistical data
• Book and periodical bibliographies – direct you to
further research
• Extensive directory of research institutes specializing in
the region
• Ability to search by content type across regions
• Thousands of click-through web links to external sites

[4¾ out of five stars]
“Perhaps the most respected reference
work on world affairs, … The online edition
adds value by incorporating more frequent
updates than the print edition and by
offering several simple yet powerful search
features… …Easy and intuitive… …The
‘print and online bundle’ is a great deal.”
– The Charleston Advisor

“Europa World online combines the authoritative text
of The Europa World Year Book with equally reliable
but current information into an easy-to-use (and read)
interface… …users will be grateful to find otherwise
elusive information, and the statistical data will be a boon
to researchers seeking comparative country statistics.
Highly recommended for all libraries” – Library Journal

For more information and to sign up for a FREE
institutional trial, please contact your Routledge/
Taylor & Francis sales representative, or visit

www.europaworld.com/pub

Smartphone
access here

